
exciting field. Our panel gives in-
sights into how the threat’s evolving
nature, the current information
technology environment, and vari-
ous market forces are combining to
yield new security challenges and
likely new technology paths for the
future. I asked the panel some of the
most provocative and difficult ques-
tions I could conjure, and they met
the challenge admirably. 
—Sami Saydjari, Cyber Defense Agency

What do you predict will be
the most significant change
in information technology in
the next 15 years?

Dick Kemmerer: Ubiquitous or
pervasive computing. The inte-
gration of computation into the
environment, rather than having
computers as distinct objects, opens
up a whole new class of information
assurance problems. The promoters
of ubiquitous computing expect that
embedding computation into the
environment will enable people to
move around and interact with com-
puters more naturally than they cur-
rently do. One of their goals is to
enable devices to sense changes in the
environment and to automatically

adapt and respond based on these
changes and based on the user’s needs
and preferences. The increased infor-
mation assurance needed for these
pervasive systems will be orders of
magnitude more than what we need
today. This is a concern. 

John McLean: Dick’s right about
ubiquitous, pervasive computing—
although I would place the emphasis
on the fact that these computational
devices will be constantly exchang-
ing information with other compu-
tational devices and databases all
over the world. It is only a matter of
time before our digital transactions
will require stronger privacy-
preserving authentication, encryp-
tion, and assurance technology.
Further, as each device takes on
more roles, it is conceivable that all
my information—both important
and unimportant—will reside on a
single multipurpose device that ac-
cesses a wide variety of different
databases. This will increase the
need for improved separation tech-
nology on the devices. 

Exacerbating this issue is the fact
that software development and ser-
vice functions across the board are
being shipped overseas. We are al-

ready faced with issues of building
trusted systems from untrusted
components. We may soon be faced
with an environment where we
must perform trusted transactions
with untrusted participants and
build trusted systems out of compo-
nents that are not only untrusted,
but are, in fact, almost guaranteed to
be adversarial. As the range of sys-
tems we must trust expands, the
properties that any individual sys-
tem must satisfy will also expand.
Some of the software we will be in-
teracting with will control au-
tonomous systems, which will have
built-in learning algorithms and
nondeterminancy—properties that
do not lend themselves easily to cur-
rent assurance methods. Ironically,
they may also form an integral part
of future computer defenses, since
autonomous response systems may
very well be required in future com-
puter network defense. Without
developing the technology to assure
such autonomous systems, we may
find ourselves in the uncomfortable
position of having our network de-
fenses depend on autonomous sys-
tems that we cannot assure. 

Virgil Gligor: The prevalence of
portable, wearable computing and
communication devices that will be
impractical to protect physically and
yet will be subject to loss, theft, and
manipulation by a determined ad-
versary. Security protocols will have
to account for the presence of an ad-
versary as a fully privileged protocol
participant, and information assur-
ance will have to account for poten-
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tial loss and corruption of informa-
tion in a probabilistic manner—that
is, we will have to accept less-than-
perfect assurance, but good enough
for a particular application. 

Carl E. Landwehr: The advent of
quantum computing, if it happens,
could have a profound effect on the
IA [information assurance] landscape.
If it doesn’t, I would agree with Dick
and Virgil that the advent of pervasive
computing will make the biggest
change in the nature of the IA prob-
lem. I expect to see hardware-based
controls play an increasing role in se-
curity policy enforcement. The auto-
motive industry will be a particularly
interesting place to watch. Onboard
computing for engine control, brak-
ing, and vehicle stabilization is already
in place, and Internet access and auto-
mated intervehicle communications
for safety alerts and other purposes are
coming soon. This industry’s appar-
ent preference for accepting liability

in place of regulation and its well-
known focus on minimizing cost,
combined with consumer pressure
for innovative, computing-based
product features, could lead to innov-
ative IA solutions.

Tom Haigh: The widespread use of
computers to monitor and control
safety-critical processes. Some of
these processes are critical to the
continuous and safe operation of so-
ciety’s critical infrastructure; others
are critical to the continuous and
safe operation of our personal infra-
structure, such as our homes and
cars and our healthcare systems. The
opportunities for improved health,
safety, and quality of life are phe-
nomenal—when everything be-
haves the way it is supposed to. On
the other hand, the potential for cat-
astrophic failures will also increase
dramatically. Besides the safety is-
sues, there are the privacy issues, and
these will often be at cross-purposes

with each other. As John observed,
the information assurance problem
will have to address the need for
personal privacy within this broader
context of nearly continuously con-
nected individuals who rely on
these computing infrastructures for
both safety and convenience.

Steve Lipner: My record as a prog-
nosticator is not great, but I predict
two sets of changes—one good and
one bad. The good is that continu-
ous improvements in best practices
for building more secure software
and market demand for their appli-
cation will result in significant
improvements in the security of
commercial products. The bad is
that targeted malware and sophisti-
cated attacks will make the jobs of
detection and response more diffi-
cult—and more important.

Looking back 15 years, what
were the big surprises in
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information technology that
significantly affected the infor-
mation assurance problem?

Lipner: Clearly, the explosive
growth of the Internet. Fifteen years

ago, we were focusing on the secu-
rity of systems that might be con-
nected to a private network; today,
everything is connected to every-
thing else.

Kemmerer: Most everyone having
access to a computer connected to
the Internet and a computer in
most every home. This coupled
with a lack of general knowledge of
the dangers one can get into, or
cause, is the source of most of our
DDoS [distributed denial-of-
service], identity theft, and other
problems. We would never think of
letting someone buy a car and drive
on the interstate highways without
first getting some training, which
includes information about the
possible dangers of driving. Yet we
let anyone who can afford a laptop
or workstation and the monthly In-
ternet provider fee travel the Inter-
net highway without any training.
All Internet users need to under-
stand that leaving their systems un-
protected is like leaving their car
unlocked with the keys in it. It is
no surprise that the early com-
puter attacks by kids were often
viewed as harmless pranks, similar
to a teenager joy riding in the fam-
ily car.

Landwehr: The World Wide
Web—15 years ago, it didn’t exist.
The advent of the Web brought

with it the commercialization of the
Internet on a vast scale, and, most
recently, organized criminal activity
of many kinds that uses the Internet
as a vehicle, as well as attacks that ex-
ploit weaknesses in the Internet in-

frastructure for criminal purposes.
These developments have brought
the information assurance problem
to the public’s notice in a big way.
I’m less enthusiastic than Dick
about the desirability of Internet
“driver training.” Today’s users need
security training, but in the long
term, this approach smacks of
blaming the victim. The Internet
needs to be made safe for ordinary
users, not the reverse.

Gligor: I agree—the World Wide
Web and the rapid penetration of
Internet technology into all aspects
of life. The Internet helped change
the perception that security prob-
lems such as denial of service,
worms, and viruses are merely a
local-area nuisance and not large-
scale, global threats. Assurance is no
longer perceived as an end-to-end
provided feature, but an all-pervasive
quality of information.

Haigh: As Carl and Virgil say, it’s
the Web. As PCs have become
commodities, and the Web has be-
come pervasive in our lives, the old
notions of IA have had to fade
away. We now have an incredibly
complex, federated information
system of users who do not know
how to defend themselves, vendors
who are forced to market before
they can build strong information
assurance into their product, and

service providers who think infor-
mation assurance should be a pre-
mium feature. No one is taking
responsibility for IA at a system
level, and this means that everyone
is left to do what she thinks is best
for her or what she thinks she is re-
sponsible for.

McLean: I agree with my col-
leagues about the importance of
the Web, but I’d like to emphasize
the cultural changes it has brought
about. We’ve come to rely on the
Internet, only to realize how frag-
ile it really is. Industry no longer
views Orange Book-like certifi-
cation as being affordable. We’ve
also seen an explosion in wireless
and had experience with infra-
structure collapses—for example,
the loss of wireless connectivity
after 9/11. I think the most im-
portant change, however, is the
fact that the information assur-
ance community has expanded
beyond the DoD [US Depart-
ment of Defense] and govern-
ment to include industry as a
serious player. This reflects funda-
mental changes on several levels.
Hacking scripts have made it pos-
sible for even low-skilled agents
to initiate relatively sophisticated
attacks, which has increased the
attack rate dramatically. Informa-
tion sharing among hackers has
also decreased the time between
flaw discovery and flaw exploita-
tion from weeks to days or even
hours. Identity theft, viruses, and
the need to constantly download
patches have helped bring
security problems to customer
awareness, resulting in an in-
creased demand for better secu-
rity technology from products. As
a result, industry is supplementing
its traditional security arsenal—
such as increased pricing and
insurance to cover the cost of
theft and litigation as a deter-
rent—and is seeking improve-
ments in security technology.
This has led to an increase in the
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number of security researchers
and a change in the security re-
search problem set from DoD
concerns to industry concerns. 

There has also been a change in
how both industry and the DoD
have had to deal with the problem.
The aforementioned ubiquity of
computing affects both the DoD
and consumers. Network-centric
warfare, ad hoc networks—in-
cluding sensor networks—and ad
hoc coalitions have demanded
changes in how the DoD has ad-
dressed security issues. Further,
the brittleness of our systems to at-
tack has demanded that we re-
trench from a secure fortress
paradigm to one where we are
constantly surveying our borders
for intrusions and determining ap-
propriate responses when intru-
sions are detected. Security has
moved from being a static, built-in
technology to a dynamic warfare
area requiring its own tools for
sensing, command and control,
decision support, response genera-
tion, and so on.

What do you think was the
most significant information
assurance advance over the
past 15 years?

Haigh: Two-factor authentica-
tion! So many problems would go
away if it were not so easy for ad-
versaries to impersonate legitimate
corporate users or customers. A
hacker steals the password of a soft-
ware vendor and uses it to steal
product code. Phishers fool Dil-
bert’s pointy-headed boss into
providing the password he uses for
e-banking, and we all chuckle, but
it won’t happen to anyone we
know, right? If we only used our
passwords one time, these attacks
would fail! 

Landwehr: I suppose one could
point to the invention of firewalls. I
agree with Tom about the deploy-
ment of two-factor authentication,

particularly in the form of token-
based one-time password schemes.
We are finally seeing banks deploy
them to help secure online access.
As Bruce Schneier points out, man-
in-the-middle attacks can still sub-
vert these schemes, but they
definitely raise the bar for attackers.
Perhaps the real point here is the
slow advance of technology in this
field. We seem now to be in the
midst of a great rediscovery of the
benefits of virtual machines as an
isolation mechanism. This will no
doubt be followed by a rediscovery
of the need to share information
among virtual machines and the dif-
ficulty of safely doing so. Something
truly new in the past 15 years that
may yet see widespread use is the
concept of proof-carrying code. 

Kemmerer: Public-key infrastruc-
tures [PKIs], which verify and au-
thenticate the validity of each party
involved in an Internet transaction.
These systems have led to wide-
spread electronic commerce on the
Internet. Most every business has its
own Web page, and most of these
allow users to purchase goods from
the page. 

Lipner: Going beyond two-factor
authentication and PKI, I’d say the
pervasive application of cryptogra-
phy. Many of us had been predicting
growth in the importance and use of
cryptography through the 1970s
and ’80s, but as with so much else, it
took the Internet to drive the inte-

gration of cryptography as an ex-
pected component of computer
systems. I believe the Internet was
also the critical factor in the relax-

ation of export restrictions on en-
cryption, which were very much a
factor 15 years ago.

McLean: The moves from protect-
ing paper, to protecting analog
transmissions, and then to protect-
ing bits are enormous. The last 15
years saw a move from private net-
works to the Internet—a move of
comparable magnitude. I agree
with Tom and Carl that the tech-
nology that has helped us the most
in this new environment is two-
factor authentication, as embodied
in any number of techniques and
devices. Although the technology is
certainly older than 15 years, it is
only in the last 15 years that it has
become widespread. An honorable
mention goes to intrusion detec-
tion systems. Again, the technology
is older than 15 years, but it has
achieved widespread deployment
only in the last 15 years. The reason
for including such systems is that
they were important advances in
our way of thinking about the secu-
rity problem, a problem that we
now see as one of ongoing, real-
time warfare rather than one-time
castle building. The reason why
they are only an honorable mention
is that the advance they embody is
more cultural than technological.

Gligor: The recognition that in-
formation assurance is a key ele-
ment of any information system is
perhaps the most significant ad-
vance. From now on, what is left is

innovation and hard work to im-
prove our information assurance
posture. But at least we under-
stand what we need to think about
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and where to focus a substantial
part of our research and develop-
ment resources.

What breakthroughs do you
see as likely in information
assurance technology over
the next 15 years?
Gligor: Secure operating systems

and computing platforms will un-
doubtedly appear and will give us
an opportunity to focus on the
areas of primary importance—
namely, applications security and
usable user interfaces for secure sys-
tems. I believe that it is only now
that we are beginning to realize
that the “administrator in the
loop” is a major security threat that
is likely to persist even after secure
computing platforms find their
way to the marketplace. We have
not made the life of users and secu-
rity administrators easy with our
interface designs and have not no-
ticed that privileged security ad-
ministrators, if malicious, could
inflict untold damage in a so-far-
undetectable manner.

Haigh: I think the big break-
throughs will be legal and regula-
tory, rather than technical. We have
to start seeing the IA problem as
being multifaceted and for a much
broader system than the computer
networks we have concentrated on
in the past. I like Dick’s analogy
with automotive safety—the sys-
tem includes automobiles, drivers,
and roads at a minimum. Safety de-
pends on the interplay of all these
components with each other and
with the environment, and we en-
sure this interplay with a combina-

tion of technology, laws, and eco-
nomic remedies. So I think the next
IA breakthroughs will be on the
broader legal and economic fronts.
The merging of safety with IA
should accelerate these break-
throughs. I’m not saying this will be
easy: it is a much harder problem
than automotive safety. I don’t

know how, or how well, it will be
done, but it has to be done. Imagine
the state we would be in if we had
relied solely on a “market-driven
approach” to automotive safety!

Lipner: I’m not sure that I see break-
throughs, but I do see payoffs from
incremental improvements. One
example: in the 1980s, we were try-
ing to make development teams
change their entire operational
models and training to apply formal
verification techniques that may or
may not have worked. Today, we en-
capsulate verification technology in
tools that analyze code, such as
PREfix and PREfast, and tell devel-
opers to incorporate assertions at a
comprehensible level that can help
the tools be more effective. The re-
sults are real—maybe not as much as
we were promising in the 1980s, but
real and not just promised. Threat
modeling is another example of a
technique that has led to real-world
incremental improvements and will
continue to improve.

McLean: I don’t see any nascent
technology that will cause a break-
through in the next 15 years. Such
breakthroughs tend to come from
some unsuspected corner and are
impossible to predict. Further, our
failures in IA tend not to be techno-

logical, but rather human failures:
failures to use technology or, at
least, failures to use it correctly. I
think that based on the field’s
progress over the last 15 years, it is
more likely that instead of break-
throughs, we will see incremental
improvements, realignments, and
changes in direction. Given the
change of landscape discussed ear-
lier, we will certainly see incremen-
tal improvements in such things as
single sign-on to help us deal with
all the trust relations that will be
forced upon us. On a bigger scale,
we will see one of two things hap-
pening: either, as Tom suggests, we
will start seeing mandated standards
for IT products, or we will see a
shift away from expensive, all-
encompassing solutions to cheaper,
piecemeal component solutions
that can hit the marketplace quickly
in an attempt to set de facto stan-
dards. In the latter case, market
forces will create an environment
where inexpensive 90 percent solu-
tions can thrive. In the former, we
will see a dramatic increase in jobs
for logicians.

Kemmerer: I don’t see any either. I
expect that we will improve on the
things that we are doing today. How-
ever, as discussed in the earlier ques-
tions, the playing field is going to be
much more complex and the attack-
ers will likely be more sophisticated. I
would love to be proved wrong. 

Landwehr: I’m hopeful that we
will figure out how to specify and
support security policies that
users can easily understand and
manipulate. It’s true that the his-
tory of remote controls—such as
for television sets and video
recorders—limits one’s optimism
on this point. I think there is a
chance to make significant pro-
gress in reducing software vulner-
abilities. We should have better
accountability mechanisms in
place, and we should have a better
means of assuring that published
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software is free of large classes of
vulnerabilities.

What is the nature and mag-
nitude of risk that critical
information infrastructure
(CII) faces over the next 15
years? By “critical,” I mean
the part whose failure would
have major effects on the
nation, such as economic
loss or loss of life.

McLean: Risk is going to increase
dramatically. IT is becoming too
pervasive, and we are becoming too
dependent on it for it not to be-
come a point of attack. There will
be failures as well as intentional
breaks caused by pranks, criminal
behavior, and malicious attacks
from nation states. Until now, we
have operated on the assumption
that an IT attack would probably be
something that would be used to
supplement a more traditional at-
tack. The reasoning is based on the
assumption that physical destruc-
tion provides a greater payoff for an
adversary than cyberdestruction,
but that cyberdestruction could se-
riously limit our response to a phys-
ical attack. As our dependency on
IT in our critical infrastructure
grows, we will have to start taking
more seriously the possibility of an
IT attack being an end in itself. 

Further, if we continue to push
for cost savings by insisting on off-
shore developed software and con-
solidating infrastructures, we will
expose ourselves to even greater
risk. Untrusted software is only
cheaper until the point where it
fails or introduces a system com-
promise. The current trend of con-
solidating infrastructures or, at the
very least, using identical compo-
nents across infrastructures in the
name of simplification and cost
savings makes it easier to bring
down several infrastructures at
once. The systems that will possi-
bly be most vulnerable here will be
supervisory control and data acqui-

sition [SCADA] systems as we try
to integrate control over all our dif-
ferent critical infrastructures.

Landwehr: The CII will grow sub-
stantially as it becomes increasingly
intertwined with conventional in-
frastructures for transporting en-
ergy and resources. In my view, the
biggest risk is that the evolving CII
will at the same time become in-
creasingly vulnerable to major fail-
ures and outages either from natural
phenomena or from provocateurs
of one sort or another. Unless ap-
propriate incentives are put in place
to influence corporate behavior,
this future seems likely. One of the
side effects of the construction of
the Aswan Dam in Egypt, it seems
to me, is that it created the possibil-
ity that the whole country could be
flooded if that piece of critical in-
frastructure were destroyed by an
attack. We need to avoid putting
ourselves in that position with re-
spect to our computer-controlled
infrastructures.

Haigh: Given the trend toward
more and more critical information
infrastructure, I expect the magni-
tude of the risk to increase dramati-
cally. In particular, there will be
increased risk to our personal and
societal safety as a result of the ap-
plication of computing technolo-
gies to sensing and control for our
critical infrastructures. This will
make cyberattacks, or blended cyber-
and physical attacks, increasingly

attractive to criminals, terrorist of
all sorts, and hostile nation states.
Even the convincing threat of such
an attack would be a powerful form

of blackmail. How can one provide
assurance that such attacks cannot
occur?

Kemmerer: The risk is going to in-
crease dramatically. Also, if we have
systems that react to their environ-
ment automatically, then informa-
tion assurance is going to need to
concentrate more on the design and
development end of the software
life cycle. We can’t afford to release
systems that do not perform cor-
rectly, whatever that may mean. 

Lipner: We continue to connect
systems to the Internet, sometimes
without adequate consideration of
risk. Systems can be connected to
the Internet and operate safely, but
if those systems aren’t adequately
protected, the consequences can be
very significant. We don’t have
good ways to quantify risks, but
qualitatively, this is a real concern.

Gligor: Large-scale global attacks
and users’ lack of awareness of the
necessary precautions as well as the
ever-present threat of insider at-
tacks are likely to remain the major
risks to critical information infra-
structure. 

How do you see adversary capa-
bilities changing over the next
15 years, based on what we’ve
seen evolve over the past 15?

McLean: Even if we don’t see a
major change in adversary capabil-

ities, we could be in for a very
rough time. The increase in the
number and sophistication of
scripted attacks in recent years will
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probably continue, putting further
strain on our defensive resources.
Concurrently, the time between
vulnerability reports and the ap-

pearance of attacks exploiting
those vulnerabilities will continue
to decrease, making our current
techniques for distributing patches
ineffective. Finally, the increasing
percentage of junk email may sim-
ply bog down our current cyberin-
frastructure to the point that
people cease to use it. A possible
saving grace is that adversaries may
start to face the same sort of infor-
mation overload that we are seeing
in other communities. Confiden-
tiality may be achieved, not from
better encryption, but from the fact
that the chances of an adversary
coming across any particular email
will be extremely remote. This
will, of course, lead adversaries to
try and create more irresistible
methods of phishing, but as users
become more aggressive in their
attitude toward junk mail, most of
this email may be lost as well. I can
easily imagine a time in the near fu-
ture, where users don’t accept any
email from an unknown party. 

It is worthwhile pointing out
that most of these changes are not
really new. We are simply seeing
cyber versions of known methods
of attack. “Cyberization” of al-
ready known attacks will probably
be a greater source of new attacks
than any increased capability.

Haigh: You know, it’s hard for me
to see how they can get much
worse. Already, attackers can hit
from anywhere and hide who and
where they are. There are toolkits

that can automate many attacks
and that can be used to create at-
tack agents that can be distributed
across the Internet. I suppose a

next step for both attackers and de-
fenders would be to apply
automated reasoning techniques.
Attackers could use the results of
preliminary scans and known vul-
nerabilities as inputs and have the
reasoning system generate a set of
attacks to achieve a particular goal.
Then they could feed their pre-
ferred attacks to the toolkit and
have it generate and launch the at-
tacks. Scary.

Lipner: Today, we see the use of au-
tomated tools for finding and ex-
ploiting vulnerabilities ranging
from fuzz testing to find vulnerabil-
ities, to reverse engineering to
identify the vulnerabilities fixed by
a patch, to scanning tools to identify
targets. In the future, improvements
and extended application of these
techniques and others will shorten
the interval between discovery of a
vulnerability and targeted hostile
attack.  This trend will significantly
increase the pressure on security
tools and security managers to do
their jobs rapidly and effectively.

Kemmerer: Over the last 15 years,
the number of adversaries has in-
creased drastically. More impor-
tantly, the attacks have gotten more
sophisticated. I think this trend will
continue. What I am really con-
cerned about is the lack of con-
science of attackers—that is, many
attacks are carried out for bragging
rights only, with no consideration
of who gets harmed. There are also

the attacks carried out just to
harm—cyberterrorist attacks. 

Landwehr: I think our adversaries
will be pretty much as capable as we
are—and hopefully not more so!
Just because our adversaries are ca-
pable of inflicting damage to our
CII in various ways does not mean
they will have the incentive to do so.
Even if two opposing forces could
damage an asset, if the asset is more
useful to each of them in its whole
state rather than as pile of rubble,
then they likely will choose not to
break it. That doesn’t mean it’s un-
breakable, just that nobody had suf-
ficient incentive to do so. I have a
good-news prediction for Dick: cy-
bervandalism will decline in the
next 15 years. The bad news is that
economically motivated attacks will
increase until adequate accountabil-
ity mechanisms are established.

Gligor: Every new technology in-
troduces new vulnerabilities and
potent opportunities of attack for
determined adversaries. The intro-
duction of low-cost computing
devices that contain sensitive infor-
mation, and yet cannot be physically
protected and can be captured by an
adversary, will introduce significant
new avenues of attacks on informa-
tion systems. Also, new attack
methods will be developed based on
automated tools that discover vul-
nerabilities of deployed large-scale
systems such as the Internet. Infor-
mation warfare will become a better
understood concept and, hopefully,
will capture a more significant part
of the national debate.

What question should I have
asked regarding information
assurance technology fore-
cast that I did not ask, and
what would your answer be?

Kemmerer: What is information
assurance? Answer: Information as-
surance is the total package of assur-
ing the confidentiality, integrity,
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within this broader context of nearly 

continuously connected individuals.



On the Horizon

availability, reliability, dependabil-
ity, safety, and survivability of sys-
tems. That is, it applies to all aspects
of safeguarding or protecting infor-
mation or data, in whatever form.

Landwehr: Will IA issues be on
the front pages in 15 years? Answer:
No. Crime will still be on the front
pages, and computers will be in-
volved because they will meet the
Willie Sutton criterion of being
where the money is, but I think IA
will be less of a story than it is now.
That will be a measure of success.

Gligor: In the past, use of informa-
tion assurance methods and tools
for handling security threats has al-
ways trailed the introduction of
new information-processing tech-
nologies. Is the existence of this
gap between information assurance
and new technologies an ever-
present state, or is it a mere result of
our less-than-stellar record in ap-
plying known assurance methods?
Answer: Unless the basic parame-
ters of security economics change
in the future, it is likely that new
vulnerabilities, invariably intro-
duced by new technologies, will
not be addressed until after visible
and substantial losses are incurred.
From this point of view, this gap—
which was measured in years in the
past—is a fundamental feature of
any new technology and a conse-
quence of rational consumer be-
havior. However, our ability to
anticipate vulnerabilities intro-
duced by new technologies is as
good as any adversary’s ability to
exploit them. For this reason, I am
hopeful that the parameters of se-
curity economics will change in
the future, and that the proactive
development and use of assurance
methods and tools will improve
our security posture with respect to
future technologies. 

McLean: Given that the threats to
our systems will continue to in-
crease, what should we be doing to

ensure that our assurance methods
keep up? Answer: Our basic assur-
ance arsenal—security kernels,
structured code, formal methods,
and so on—has not changed over
the last 15 years and will probably
not change in the next 15, except
where required by new computing
technology, such as quantum com-
puting. Even new computing
technology may not bring about
any significant changes in the arse-
nal. For example, the move from
information-theoretic-based cryp-
tography to hard-problem-based
cryptography has not resulted in
any new assurance methods for
reasoning about the hardness of a
problem.

What has changed is how we
apply the tools we have now and how
we supplement them. Formal meth-
ods are now applied to algorithms or
protocols, rather than whole systems.
Secure system design has been sup-
plemented by firewalls, intrusion de-
tection systems, virus detection
programs, and so forth. Even if we
return to system-level formal verifi-
cation, we will still probably use the
same tools, just in a different way.

Haigh: I like John’s question.
Consistent with my theme that in-
formation assurance and safety are
blending together, I think the an-
swer is that we have to expand our
notion of assurance to take advan-
tage of what the safety community
has learned. An approach that in-
trigues me is the use of safety

cases—“a documented body of
evidence that provides a convinc-
ing and valid argument that a sys-
tem is adequately safe for a given

application in a given environ-
ment” [www.adelard.co.uk/iee_pn/
index.htm]. This approach com-
bines a number of forms of reason-
ing and evidence, including formal
logical reasoning, statistical rea-
soning, and experience with best
practices. The notion of building
information assurance cases, simi-
lar to safety cases, is very appealing
to me.

Lipner: I don’t know. Let me give
you the statement of a reformed A1
systems builder: Twenty years ago,
I thought we could build a secure
system, verify it, deploy it, operate
it according to the Trusted Facilities
Manual, and we’d be done. Today, I
think that even if we could do
those things, by the time the system
was completed, it would be obso-
lete and nobody would use it. I am
also unconvinced it would be se-
cure—to quote Earl Boebert, “se-
curity is in the weeds.” I don’t think
we have a closed-form way to build
a secure system any more than
there’s a closed-form way to design
a crypto algorithm—software can
be secure until a new attack is dis-
covered, and then we have to
change our assumptions. 
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